FIREWORK TIME

BE PREPARED

❖ Make a den where your pet likes to hide. Somewhere dark, covered over & with their favourite toys in. Don’t bring them out of this ‘Safe’ place.

❖ Don’t change anything in your pet’s normal routine which may cause stress.

❖ Close windows, doors, cat flaps etc. to mask the noise from the fireworks.

❖ Draw the curtains to black out flashes from fireworks.

❖ Play music or have the television on to further mask out the sound of fireworks.

❖ Keep lights on so as to not enhance the flashes from fireworks.

❖ Act normally - Ignore pet’s behaviour unless they have injured themselves.

❖ Do not punish pet’s behaviour, and do not reward them as this may reinforce unwanted behaviour.

❖ Make sure your pet’s microchip details are up to date incase they escape and run away when they are frightened. Make sure they are wearing a collar (cats should wear an easy release collar) with your details on it.

❖ Exercise your dog in the late afternoon before fireworks begin and keep all pets indoors when fireworks are being let off.

Call 016973 42174 for advice and product information